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The performance of acoustic modems in the ocean is strongly affected by the ocean environment.
A storm can drive up the ambient noise levels, eliminate a thermocline by wind mixing, and whip
up violent waves and thereby break up the acoustic mirror formed by the ocean surface. The
combined effects of these and other processes on modem performance are not well understood. The
authors have been conducting experiments to study these environmental effects on various
modulation schemes. Here the focus is on the role of the thermocline on a widely used modulation
scheme �frequency-shift keying�. Using data from a recent experiment conducted in 100-m-deep
water off the coast of Kauai, HI, frequency-shift-key modulation performance is shown to be
strongly affected by diurnal cycles in the thermocline. There is dramatic variation in performance
�measured by bit error rates� between receivers in the surface duct and receivers in the thermocline.
To interpret the performance variations in a quantitative way, a precise metric is introduced based
on a signal-to-interference-noise ratio that encompasses both the ambient noise and intersymbol
interference. Further, it will be shown that differences in the fading statistics for receivers in and out
of the thermocline explain the differences in modem performance. © 2007 Acoustical Society of
America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.2436630�
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is generally accepted that the ocean environment im-
pacts acoustic communication performance. What is largely
unknown is which factors have the strongest impact on per-
formance �e.g., noise, sea state, mixed layer depth, etc.�,
keeping in mind that they may be signaling method depen-
dent. Also not well known is how to best adapt communica-
tion parameters to minimize the impact of these factors. Un-
like line-of-sight communications, the shallow-water
acoustic ocean channel often gives rise to significant multi-
path energy caused by reflected and refracted propagation
paths between the source and receiver. These time-dispersed
multipaths cause replicas of previously transmitted symbols
to interfere in the detection of the current symbol and con-
sequently, if strong enough, will result in bit errors.

There are two purposes of this research: �1� to deter-
mine, through measurements and modeling, the impact of
source/receiver geometry and various environmental factors
on shallow-water communications performance and �2� to
demonstrate that modeling, with sufficient environmental in-
formation, can be used for precise, quantitative performance
predictions.

A channel simulator with an embedded high-fidelity
acoustic model is used to reproduce both the multipath struc-
ture and ultimately the communications performance. Accu-
rate modeling allows the results to be generalized to other
sites and environmental conditions, as well as the determina-
tion of optimal source/receiver placement. Determining the
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environmental impact on performance is important for pre-
dicting when and where underwater communication systems
suffer degradation and to what extent. A high-fidelity channel
simulator allows for virtual experiments in any desired envi-
ronment or configuration. For example, suppose a communi-
cation link is desired between two underwater vehicles de-
ployed in an area that had previously shown good
communications performance for source and receivers
moored near the seabed. Can it be assumed that there will be
good performance even though the vehicles are moving and
operating at different depths and possibly in a different sea-
son?

Since many environmental factors that influence perfor-
mance can either be measured in situ or obtained through
archival data, as oceanographic and acoustic models im-
prove, so will acoustic communication system performance
prediction and enhancement �e.g., recommending preferred
source/receiver operating depths for communications�. Cog-
nizance of environmental factors that cause communication
system degradation will influence how, when, and/or where a
system is deployed.

A study of environmental factors that impact communi-
cation performance requires experimentation with careful
measurement of channel properties �e.g., ocean sound-speed
structure, surface roughness, and currents� while simulta-
neously transmitting communication signals. Further, these
experiments must be conducted over a statistically significant
time, and measurements must be designed to isolate the en-
vironmental parameters of interest. The Kauai Experiment
�KauaiEx� was designed exactly for this purpose and took
place off the northwest coast of Kauai, HI in June and July of

1
2003. The experiment was designed to measure the environ-
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ment and simultaneously transmit acoustic communication
waveforms over several days. This type of experiment has
been of interest in recent years as applications for underwater
communications have increased.2–4

The KauaiEx experiment site presented dynamic
oceanographic conditions, typical of shallow-water littorals.
To fully capture these conditions, full water-column mea-
surements of both the acoustics and oceanographic properties
were conducted simultaneously. Data were collected over
many days to obtain significant statistics. Although there
were a variety of phases in KauaiEx, this paper focuses on a
fixed source and fixed, vertical, receive-array configuration.
This provides a much better isolation of the time-varying
channel characteristics without having to unravel perfor-
mance differences caused by changing bathymetry or Dop-
pler effects, as an example. Further, the full-water column
vertical array allows different receiver depths to be analyzed
simultaneously using a single transmission source. These
types of careful, simultaneous, environmental and communi-
cation measurements are also required to validate models
that simulate the channel characteristics and predict commu-

FIG. 1. �Color online� Geometry for the second deployment of KauaiEx. A
received on array MPL VLA2. The towed source transmissions from the R
nication performance.
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This paper analyzes performance of communication sig-
nals using frequency-shift-key modulation �FSK�5 that is of-
ten implemented in commercial modems because of its ro-
bustness and implementation simplicity, especially in the
receiver. A general review of various underwater acoustic
communications techniques and performance can be found in
an overview article by Kilfoyle and Baggeroer.6 Because of
their implementation in undersea networks,7 FSK modems
are of practical interest as well. Coherent methods, such as
quadrature phase shift keying offer higher spectral efficien-
cies than noncoherent �i.e., FSK for one� methods. If point-
to-point data throughput is an important design consider-
ation, then coherent techniques should be considered for the
highly, band-limited underwater acoustic channel. Band-
width limitations are determined by absorption and are ap-
proximately 1 dB/km for the 8–13 kHz band considered in
this paper. The absorption roughly increases with frequency
squared. In addition, the high resonant quality of electro-
acoustical transduction equipment also limits available band-
width. However, bandwidth-efficient coherent methods come
at the price of processing complexity at the receiver needed

ic source is labeled as Tx Testbed and the data analyzed in this paper was
velle were interleaved with the moored source for independent analysis.
coust
/V Re
to overcome channel variability, and generally require a
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higher signal-to-noise ratio �SNR�. In addition to being valu-
able in its own right, the simple and robust nature of FSK
signaling makes its performance a useful yardstick for other
methods to compare against.

The balance of this paper is organized in the following
manner. Section II describes the Kauai experiment and the
data used for analysis. The environmental measurements and
the transmitted acoustic communications signals are de-
scribed. Section III presents the measured performance and
that expected assuming both fading and nonfading channel
models. This section illustrates the communication system
performance impact of source/receiver geometry, water-
column temperature structure, and wind speed. In Sec. IV a
channel simulator with embedded ocean acoustic model is
used to replicate and explain measured performance and con-
firm the channel fading statistics.

II. THE KAUAI EXPERIMENT

Details of all experiments that comprise KauaiEx are
described by Porter et al.1 This paper is based on data col-
lected during the second deployment, 30 June to 3 July 2003.
The instruments and their locations are shown in Fig. 1. The
towed and moored sources transmitted nonoverlapping
acoustic waveforms. Data analyzed here are from the moored
Telesonar Testbed only �indicated as Tx Testbed near the
middle of the track in Fig. 1� with the source located about
5 m from the seabed. The Telesonar Testbed is a versatile,
wideband, acoustic communication research instrument that
has been the centerpiece of many acoustic communication
experiments.8 The moored Testbed used a subsurface float to
maintain the position of the sound projector. Receptions were
recorded on multiple arrays but here the data are analyzed
from the MPL-VLA2 �Marine Physical Laboratory� receiver
array located 3 km from the source. The vertical line receive
array �VLA� was moored and configured with 16 hydro-
phones spaced 5 m apart with the first hydrophone about
8.5 m from the seabed.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, there were extensive envi-
ronmental measurements including five strings of either ther-
mistors or CTD �conductivity, salinity, depth� sensors to
measure water column properties along the acoustic propa-
gation path between transmitter and receiver. In addition, a
waverider buoy measured wave heights, and an acoustic
Doppler current profiler �ADCP� measured the volumetric
water currents. Other geophysical measurements such as
grab samples, seismic profiling, and multibeam mapping
were also made to help characterize the seabed.

From an acoustic propagation point of view, the bathym-
etry and seabed along the acoustic propagation path were
fairly benign. The acoustic path was over an area believed to
be a submerged beach. The grab sample analysis and subse-
quent visual observation showed it to be mostly a medium
grain coral sand with bits of larger coral mixed in. Away
from the track, the bathymetry dropped off to several kilo-
meters depth and near the shore decreased to less than 10 m.
However, the bathymetry along the propagation path was

almost uniform at 100 m.
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In contrast to the simple bathymetry and seabed, the
oceanographic conditions were relatively complex and dy-
namic over the experiment duration. The water sound-speed,
vertical profile depicted a region near the surface with a high
degree of mixing due to the often windy conditions; how-
ever, the depth of this mixed layer typically varied from ap-
proximately 10 to 60 m but was sometimes deeper. This can
be seen from the CTD casts made on 1 July 2003 shown in
Fig. 2. Here, the sound speed shows the general trend to
decrease with water depth but the depth where the mixed
layer ends and the thermocline begins varied with location
and time. In these five CTD casts, the mixed layer depth is
between 40 and 50 m for four of the profiles and decreases to
about 20 m for one.

In some locations around the world’s oceans, the sound
speed near the surface is highly variable due surface warm-
ing effects; however, at the KauaiEx site, the wind-driven
mixing causes the water near the surface to be more uniform
with most of the variability occurring at greater depths.
These sound speed profiles give a sense of the structure and
variability, but the thermistor strings give a time history for a
particular location. In Fig. 3 the data from the thermistor
string nearest MPL-VLA2 are shown �it is labeled “UDel
CT/Therm. String” in Fig. 1 and is about 500 m from the
VLA�. There were 13 thermistors located at depths between
4 and 82 m. There is a clear, regular pattern evident in the
thermistor data and shows the time-dependent, thermocline
depth variability. It can be seen that in some cases, the ther-
mocline depth is quite shallow and at other times the water
column is much more uniform. The impact of these varia-
tions on the acoustic communication signals will be dis-
cussed in following sections.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The FSK signals considered here use 128 frequency
components spaced 40 Hz apart in the 8–13.2 kHz band.
The upper and lower 4 tones are reserved for pilot tones to
compensate for Doppler. The information is passed using a

FIG. 2. Measured sound speed profiles taken on 1 July 2003 near the ex-
perimental area. Note the change in depth of the mixed layer.
subset of the 128 frequencies that are modified every 25 ms.
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The FSK modulation scheme uses 30 instantiations of 1 of 4
coding �i.e., M-ary FSK with M =4�.5 This means that 1 of 4
tones activated is used to encode 2 bits of data, i.e., 0-0, 0-1,
1-0, or 1-1. A practical decoding advantage is gained by
requiring the receiver to simply determine which of 4 tones
is loudest. This method is less problematic than on/off key-
ing where the decoder decides if a tone is a 1 �on� or 0 �off�.
This requires thresholding which is very sensitive to channel
fading.

Thirty blocks of 4 tones are transmitted simultaneously
producing 60 bits in 25 ms, or 2400 bits per second �bps�. At
the receiver, a spectrogram is taken of the FSK payload �i.e.,
excluding pilot tones and acquisition components of the
transmission packet� using a nonoverlapping boxcar window
of 25 ms. The strongest tone in each block of 4 tones is then
determined. The ocean, of course, acts like an echo chamber
producing multipath spread. To combat multipath spread, the
tone duration is increased and the energy over the longer
interval is accumulated before conjecturing which tone from
the group of four was transmitted. This in turn means a data
rate loss. For instance, increasing the tone duration to 50 ms
�by adding two 25 ms blocks to maintain frequency separa-
tion� yields a data rate of 1200 bps.

Another component of the modem design is the acquisi-
tion process used for initial symbol alignment. There are
many ways to do this with pros and cons for each. For these
data a set of m-sequences proceeding the data payload were
match filtered at the receiver to provide symbol time align-
ment.

Error correction coding at the transmitter is an effective
way to reduce errors in fading channels.5,9 Although errors
can be significantly reduced by coding, this paper considers
raw bit errors to reduce the time period over which signifi-
cant statistics can be developed for adequate analysis. Fi-

FIG. 3. �Color online� Time history of the ocean temperature during the
experiment. This was from the same location on the moored UDel CT/
Therm. string located near MPL-VLA2. Sound speed is mostly a function of
the water temperature with a slight dependence on salinity.
nally, it should be noted that Doppler effects due to source/
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receiver motion are typically important for mobile platforms.
However, the focus here is on fixed networks so such effects
will not be addressed.

A. Measured FSK performance

One of the most notable observations during KauaiEx
was the performance improvement with hydrophone depth.
This can be seen in Fig. 4�a� where the bit errors as a func-
tion of depth are averaged over about 1 day for 2400 bit/ s
transmissions. The deepest hydrophone at approximately
91.5 m shows an average of about 5% bit errors while the
most shallow at roughly 16.5 m averages about 30%. One
thought might be the lower bit errors are a result of increased
SNR due to a decrease in the ambient noise level with depth
�transmit level was held constant�. However, this is not the
case. Shown in Fig. 4�b� is the ambient noise averaged over
the same period for the in-band �8–13.2 kHz�, below-band
�5–8 kHz�, and above-band �13.2–16.2 kHz� frequency re-
gions. The figure is on a relative dB scale and shows the
roughly 6 dB decrease in noise as frequency is doubled.
Also, there is little evidence that the noise conditions are
improved at lower depths; actually, the shallowest hydro-
phone shows the lowest noise level. Nevertheless, the data
show that, in general, the noise field is relatively homoge-
neous, vertically. It turns out that the improvement in perfor-
mance with depth is partly due to higher signal level rather
than lower ambient noise levels �another factor is the multi-
path which is analyzed in detail in later sections�. The higher
signal levels are caused by the thermocline trapping acoustic
communication signals near the sea floor; this will be dis-
cussed further in Secs. III E and III F.

There is also an interesting difference in the temporal
variability of performance at different receiver depths ob-
served over a 24 hour period which captures diurnal oceano-
graphic and wind cycles. Figure 5�a� shows time history of
the average bit errors for the four shallowest hydrophones at

FIG. 4. �a� The depth-dependent percent bit errors averaged over about 1
day of transmissions. �b� The ambient noise as a function of depth averaged
over the same time period in three frequency bands: 8–13.2 kHz �solid
line�, 5–8 kHz �dashed line�, and 13.2–16.2 kHz �circles�.
16.5, 21.5, 26.5, and 31.5 m for 2400 bit/ s rate. In Fig. 5�b�
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the average bit errors for the four deepest hydrophones at
91.5, 86.5, 81.5, and 76.5 m are shown �note the change in
the y axis compared to �a��. The period of the day between
about 0.2 and 0.6 shows a marked increase in bit errors for
the deepest hydrophones followed by a decrease. Figure 5�c�
shows the water column sound speed and Fig. 5�d� shows the
wind speed during the same time period. The water sound
speed measurement was made by a thermistor string located
about 500 m from the receivers.

A few observations can be made from Fig. 5. First, the
period corresponding to the bit error increase for the deepest
hydrophones corresponds to the period where the water col-
umn is more mixed and the thermocline presence is reduced.
The link between bit errors and thermocline position is
weaker for the shallower hydrophones. Second, there are
more errors overall for the shallow hydrophone ��30% �
compared to the deep hydrophone ��5% �. The resultant
temperature-dependent channel conditions account for this
phenomenon. The percent bit errors for the deepest hydro-
phones increase when the water column becomes more
mixed due to upper, warmer water moving deeper. This cre-
ates a sound-speed profile without a thermocline and there-
fore without the mechanism to trap acoustic signals. This is
more evident when looking at modeling results in Sec. IV
and at the impulse response measurements described in Sec.
III F.

Wind speed is fairly constant during the 0.2–0.6 period;
however, in the 0.8–1.0 time period the wind speed de-
creases below 5 m/s with a corresponding decrease in bit
errors for both the shallow and deep hydrophones. The winds
obviously affect both the ambient noise and the surface scat-
ter loss. It is reasonable to wonder whether surface scatter
will attenuate the steeper angle paths and thereby reduce
multipath leading to a corresponding reduction in inter sym-
bol interference �ISI�. One might then also wonder if better

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� The averaged percent bit errors for the shallowest
four hydrophones for 2400 bps transmissions over about 1 day. In �b�, av-
erage bit errors are shown for the deepest four hydrophones �note the dif-
ferent y axis from �a��. In �c�, the water column sound speed is shown and in
�d� the average wind speed during the same period. The x axis is slightly
more than 1 day referenced to 18:00 on 1 July 2003 �local time�.
modem performance can be expected with surface scatter.
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However, surface scatter is a complicated subject. Surface
losses can be due to �1� a static surface that scatters energy in
different directions, ultimately leading to higher losses
through bottom absorption and �2� a perfectly flat but dy-
namic surface that distorts the FSK tones and produces a
weaker coherent signal. The effects of the latter depend also
on the tone duration since a short tone effectively freezes the
surface. In fact, both these mechanisms are in play; however,
in acoustic modeling these distinct mechanisms are often
treated vaguely as one. Although not conclusive, the mea-
surements here do not appear to support an argument that
increased roughness improves modem performance. Actu-
ally, the performance improves during periods with calmer
seas and lower wind speed. However, in these data the varia-
tions in the sound speed profile seem to dominate.

B. Predicted FSK performance

The theory of FSK performance for a nonfading channel
in the presence of additive noise has been well developed.5

As background to the discussions here, a review of those
results is presented with the notation closely following the
derivation presented in Proakis.5 This analysis generally
holds for FSK transmissions but concentrates specifically on
the M =4 FSK that was used during KauaiEx.

1. Nonfading channel model

The signal sinusoidal tones are “on” for the bit duration
Tb and are expressed as

s�t� =�2Eb

Tb
cos�2�ft + 2��m − 1��ft�, m = 1,2,3,4,

�1�

where f is the frequency for m=1 and f + �m−1��f for the
neighboring tones. The amplitude is expressed in terms of
the energy per bit Eb. In a nonfading channel, the received
signal is

r�t� =�2Eb

Tb
cos�2�ft + 2��m − 1��ft + �� + n�t�,

m = 1,2,3,4, �2�

where � is the phase shift due to the transmission delay and
n�t� is additive white Gaussian noise. To obtain the ampli-
tude of the received signal regardless of the phase, r�t� is
correlated with the quadrature carriers, �1/Tb cos�2�ft
+2��m−1��ft� and �1/Tb sin�2�ft+2��m−1��ft�. The
detector selects the largest tone by computing the enve-
lope of the correlations, or

rm = �rmc
2 + rms

2 , �3�

where rmc and rms are the correlation outputs from the cosine
and sine components for the mth tone.

For the nonfading channel the on tone components will
be denoted as m=1 and are simply
r1c = �Eb cos �1 + n1c �4�
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and

r1s = �Eb sin �1 + n1s. �5�

The “off” tones �m=2,3 ,4� have: rmc=nmc and rms=nms with
the noise components n being mutually, statistically indepen-
dent, zero-mean Gaussian variables with equal variance �2

=N0 /2. For notational convenience, the random variable Rm

is defined as

Rm =
�rmc

2 + rms
2

�
. �6�

Next, consider the probability distributions of the ampli-
tudes for the on and off tones. The on tone amplitude prob-
ability distribution is Ricean and written as

pR1
�R1� = R1 exp�−

1

2
�R1

2 +
4Eb

N0
	
I0��4Eb

N0
R1	 , �7�

where I0 is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the
first kind. For the m=2,3 ,4 terms the probability distribu-
tions are Rayleigh,

pRm
�Rm� = Rm exp�− 1

2Rm
2 � . �8�

A correct decision will be made if R1�Rm or

Pc = �
0

�

�P�R1 � Rm�R1 = x��3pR1
�x�dx , �9�

where

P�R1 � Rm�R1 = x� = �
0

x

pRm
�rm�drm = 1 − e− x2/2, �10�

and the power of 3 arises from the fact that for m=2,3 ,4 the
random variables are statistically independent and identically
distributed so the joint probability factors into a product,

Pc = �
0

�

�1 − e− x2/2�3pR1
�x�dx . �11�

The general solution to Eq. �11� is given in Proakis5 and for
M =4 is

Pc = 
n=0

3

�− 1�n 3!

n ! �3 − n�!�n + 1�
exp� − 2nEb

�n + 1�N0

 . �12�

Finally, the probability of a bit error is

PBE = 2
3 �1 − Pc� . �13�

The factor of 2
3 provides the additional reduction in errors

that accounts for only using one out of four tones to convey
2 bits.

2. Fading channel model

A fading channel model can cause an average decrease
in received signal-to-noise ratio �over that of the nonfading
channel� which leads to higher bit errors. In addition, the

fading causes the amplitudes of the on and off bits to vary in
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such a way that additional bit errors are produced. In the
presence of multipath, ISI causes a bleed which may make
the off bits appear to be on. In other words, the multipath
causes the signal to appear in adjacent time bins which is
effectively another noise mechanism. Further, both the noise
and signal amplitudes vary due to the multipath interference.
Following Proakis,5 for the slowly fading channel, the re-
ceived signal for the on bits is attenuated by a factor of �,
that is, r�t�=�s�t�+n. The energy per bit to noise is effec-
tively �b=�2Eb /N0. The probability of an error can be pre-
dicted by modifying Eq. �13� to incorporate the new SNR.
But, for the fading channel, � is random so the previous
estimate for the probability of an error needs to be averaged
over the probability density function of �b , p�b

��b�. Thus, to
estimate the number of bit errors for the fading channel,
PBEF, the error probability for the nonfading channel �given
by Eq. �13�� is averaged over p�b

��b�,

PBEF = �
0

�

PBE��b�p�b
��b�d�b. �14�

For Rayleigh fading, � is Rayleigh distributed. This
means �2 has a chi-square distribution and so too does �b.
Thus,

p�b
��b� =

1

�̄b

e�−�b/�̄b�, �15�

where �̄b is the average energy per bit to noise ratio,

�̄b =
Eb

N0
E��2� , �16�

with E��2� being the average of �2.
This discussion clearly assumes that the multipath struc-

ture is sufficient to generate Rayleigh fading. Another fading
model uses the Nakagami-m distribution.5 This is useful
since it allows for a family of bit error probabilities that have
fading better than and worse than Rayleigh. Nakagami-m
fading has a fading figure parameter m that can be less than
1 for fading situations worse than Rayleigh, equal to one for
exactly Rayleigh, and greater than 1 when fading is more
favorable than Rayleigh.5 The data analysis will show that
the Rayleigh fading model is good much of the time, but not
universally.

C. Measured signal-to-noise ratio

The probability of bit errors, for both fading and non-
fading channels is, in part, dependent on the actual or effec-
tive SNR �or energy-per-bit to noise ratio�. In underwater
acoustics, SNR has historically been calculated using the so-
nar equation,10

SNR = SL − TL − N , �17�

where SL, TL, and N are the source level, transmission loss,
and noise levels measured in decibels. This approach works
well for sonar applications where signals are often integrated
for periods much longer than the duration of multipath.
However, for computing SNR levels and consequently pre-

dicting communication system performance, the sonar equa-
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tion approach can be very misleading. To illustrate, the
KauaiEx data SNR was calculated this way using the follow-
ing procedure. The background noise N was measured just
below and above the transmission band �8–13.2 kHz�. To
obtain an in-band noise estimate, these bracketing, but
out-of-band levels were interpolated on a log scale. The
interpolation on a log scale is used since ambient noise in
this frequency band is approximately linear on a log
scale10 �refer to Fig. 4�b� showing measured ambient noise
below, in, and above the transmission band�. The signal-
plus-noise �S+N� was measured in the band and SNR cal-
culated as

10 log� �S + N� − N

N
� . �18�

The apparent signal and noise level is obviously reduced
when processed through a passband filter. Thus, the signal
and noise were scaled to compensate for different band-
widths, and further adjusted by 3 dB to convert from energy
per symbol to energy per bit. The measured SNR �i.e.,
energy-per-bit to background ambient noise ratio� is plot-
ted against the probability of a bit error in Fig. 6. The
measured SNR calculated in this way shows a wide range
of bit errors for a given SNR. For instance, at 20 dB there
is a spread in error probability from 	2% to around 40%.
Furthermore, the predicted bit errors using a Rayleigh fad-
ing channel model �Eq. �14�� is shown as a solid line in
Fig. 6. This would imply a severely fading channel much
worse than even a Rayleigh model described in Sec. III B.
The measured SNR in Fig. 6 is the energy-per-bit to back-
ground ambient noise ratio. This is different from the ef-
fective noise that includes multipath, which has the big-
gest impact on bit errors as will be described in the next

FIG. 6. Measured percent bit errors as a function of the energy-per-bit to
ambient noise in decibels �black dots�. Also shown is the expected bit error
probability for Rayleigh fading with M =4 FSK �solid line�.
section.
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D. Measured energy-per-bit to noise ratio with
multipath included

Due to significant multipath that exists in many shallow
water environments, the concept of “signal plus multipath”
has been introduced.11 The idea being that the “true noise” is
a combination of ambient noise plus multipath and “true sig-
nal” also contains many arrivals. If there is more than one
arrival, i.e., direct and surface bounce paths, they will inter-
fere producing a tone stronger or weaker than either of the
individual arrivals �again, remembering that it is assumed
that Doppler is not significant in these discussions�. In addi-
tion, subsequent arrival�s� may “bleed” �ISI� into the next
symbol’s time slot which may cause an error. The duration
and stability of the multipath controls the fading of the shal-
low water channel.

Theoretical FSK performance for both fading and non-
fading channels was shown to be a function of SNR or, more
specifically, the energy-per-bit �Eb� to noise �N0� ratio. The
SNR calculation presented for the KauaiEx data in Sec. III C
does not show typical SNR-dependent performance, due in
part to multipath interference effects. In fact, the background
ambient noise level has little to do with the actual perfor-
mance in these data. An effective Eb and N0 can be measured
that also contains the multipath. The energy-per-bit-with-
multipath �EbM� to noise-with-multipath ratio �N0M� is the
effective Eb /N0 needed to compare with the theoretical pre-
dictions and to determine the channel fading statistics. To
obtain EbM /N0M the same procedure is used as for decoding
the data as described in the introduction to Sec. III. An
m-sequence matched filter is applied to the received signal
for aligning symbol timing. A spectrogram with a Tb-length
boxcar window is then computed. This will produce the on-
tone amplitudes and the amplitude of bins that should be off.
The average of all the on bins and all the off bins is a direct
measurement of EbM and N0M and this is used to compare
with predicted fading models.

The measured probability of bit error is shown as a func-
tion of measured EbM /N0M in Fig. 7. Also shown are the
theoretical performance for M =4 FSK in a nonfading �Eq.
�13�� and Rayleigh fading channel �Eq. �14��. As can be seen,
the data roughly fall on the curve predicted for a Rayleigh
fading channel; however, the fading is slightly worse at low
values of EbM /N0M and slightly better at high EbM /N0M. Fur-
ther, the figure has a color coding which shows the depen-
dency on hydrophone depth and indicates that the EbM /N0M

is lower for the shallow hydrophones and the bit errors are
higher.

Interestingly, in Fig. 7, the best performance at the high-
est EbM /N0M ratios has a fading characteristic that is much
better than the Rayleigh model yet not quite as good as a
nonfading channel. These, isolated data, were fit to a Naka-
gami fading model with a 1.5 fading factor. This indicates
times when the channel had a dominant arrival and results
were closer to the nonfading channel. Results in Fig. 7 indi-
cate that better performance is achieved through larger
EbM /N0M but this does not imply higher source level. The
performance degradation occurs because of multipath and

not the ambient noise level so only a more favorable geom-
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etry �or different environmental conditions� can improve per-
formance. This is indicated by observing the color coded
points in Fig. 7 showing different EbM /N0M at different re-
ceive depths with the same source level. This point will be
demonstrated further in Sec. IV.

E. Measured and predicted channel fading

The envelope of the measured amplitude distributions
for shallow and deep hydrophones taken over the 1 day ex-
periment is shown in Fig. 8 as solid black and gray lines. The
distributions are also fit to the best Rayleigh curves and those
are shown as dashed lines. Figure 8 shows the shallow hy-

FIG. 8. The envelopes of the amplitude distributions for shallow �16.5 m,
black solid curve� and deep �86.5 m, gray solid curve� hydrophones aver-
aged over the 1 day experiment. Also shown are the curves that best fit using

a Rayleigh distribution �dashed lines�.
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drophone has a distribution that is worse than Rayleigh. That
is, the amplitudes are smaller being clustered more tightly
near zero. For hydrophones at these depths a more general
fading model that uses, for example, the Nakagami-m distri-
bution �with an m parameter less than 1 for more severe
fading than Rayleigh� may provide a better prediction. How-
ever, the intermediate and deep hydrophone are fit very well
to a Rayleigh curve. These distributions are consistent with
the bit error probabilities, that showed slightly worse than
Rayleigh fading on the shallow hydrophones and nearly Ray-
leigh fading on the deep hydrophones.

Although the distribution for the deep hydrophones is
approximately Rayleigh when averaged over the 1 day ex-
periment, there is less agreement when considering shorter
time scales. Figure 9 depicts two curves corresponding to the
envelope of the amplitude distribution when signaling on one
of the deep hydrophones. Each curve represents three 0.8 s
transmissions occurring at two different times: �1� the gray
dashed line corresponds to a time frame when the water col-
umn is well mixed, nearly no thermocline, and incidentally
also corresponds to higher error rates and �2� the black
dashed line corresponds to a time frame when the ther-
mocline is well established, and also corresponds to lower
error rates. The solid lines are the best-fit curves and dem-
onstrate that during the mixed period with high error rates,
the distribution is closely fit to Rayleigh; on the other hand,
a Ricean �Sec. III B 1� curve fits best to the period with a
well-defined thermocline and corresponding lower error A
rates.

To summarize, the Rayleigh fading model is useful to
explain much of the data; however, it is not universally ap-
plicable. In particular, it is not applicable when there is a

FIG. 7. Probability of bit error for
transmissions during 1 day of KauaiEx
vs EbM /N0M. The solid line is the the-
oretical performance for a Rayleigh
fading channel and the dashed line is
for a nonfading channel. The colored
dots indicate receiver depth within the
water column. The blue dots are the
shallowest hydrophones, the green
dots are in the middle of the water col-
umn, and the red dots are the deepest
hydrophones.
dominant arrival as was the case for deep receivers with a
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well-established thermocline. Further, it is important to con-
sider the time scale over which a statistic is desired. Modem
performance on a very long time scale is more likely to av-
erage through periods where there is a dominant multipath.
The statistics over the long time will then be characterized
by the Rayleigh fading model. In contrast, predicting perfor-
mance over a short period may require taking into account a
situation with a single dominant multipath. The short-time
scenario might be an AUV deployed for a few hours, while
the long-time scenario might be for a fixed networked de-
ployed for many months.

F. Impulse response measurements

The channel impulse response is one of the most impor-
tant measurements for understanding propagation physics.
Snapshot impulse response measurements reveal instanta-
neous multipath structure, duration, and strength; taken over
time, these measurements often show the impulse response
time-variability due to changing environmental conditions.
These time-stacked impulse responses can be used to under-
stand the amplitude distributions and how they impact per-
formance.

A matched filter was applied to 50 ms, 8–16 kHz, linear
frequency modulated �LFM� probe signals that were trans-
mitted during KauaiEx to provide an equivalent, band-
limited impulse response. Matched filtering was imple-
mented for each receiver on the vertical array. In Fig. 10, an
example is shown of measured impulse responses for periods
corresponding to times with low �a� and high �b� bit errors.
Figure 10 clearly shows multipath arrivals with duration of
50–100 ms, which is greater than the FSK symbol length of
25 ms. The figures have a 30 dB dynamic range scaled by

the largest values. For the data in Fig. 10�a�, there is a region
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around 0.025 s on the deeper hydrophones that shows a
much larger amplitude arrival relative to the others. In Fig.
10�b� note that there is no one dominant arrival.

IV. PERFORMANCE PREDICTION USING A CHANNEL
SIMULATOR

In recent years, advances have been made in using phys-
ics based, propagation modeling to simulate the channel im-
pulse response and communications performance.11,12 How-
ever, there have been very few experiments with
simultaneous acoustic and environmental measurements to
the extent taken during KauaiEx. These simultaneous mea-
surements are needed for model validation and model/data
comparisons. The simulation tool used for comparing mea-
sured data with modeled results is based on the Gaussian-
beam tracing code BELLHOP

13 with an added feature to allow
for moving platforms �i.e., Doppler effects�.14 This added
feature, which produces different Doppler on each propaga-
tion path, is not exploited here since the source and receiver
are stationary.14 This simulator can be used with any com-
munications signal in environments that vary volumetrically.
That is, variable bathymetry and seabed properties, and
depth- and range-dependent sound speed can be included for
both coherent and noncoherent simulated transmissions.

Only the static case �i.e., simulations with source and
receivers in fixed positions� will be described here. In this
case, the BELLHOP model produces a set of arrivals each with
the appropriate time delay and a complex amplitude. To de-
scribe the process of obtaining simulated communication
transmissions, begin by noting that the complex pressure
field, P�
�, can be represented as a sum of K arrival ampli-

FIG. 9. Envelopes of the amplitude
distributions on a short time scale
�data are taken from 3, 0.8 s transmis-
sions� for a deep hydrophone at
86.5 m. During the period with the
water column mixed, the errors in-
creased and the amplitude distribution
is represented by the gray dashed
curve, with the solid gray being the
best fit to a Rayleigh distribution
�higher BER�. For the period with a
strong thermocline, there were much
fewer errors and the amplitude distri-
bution for that time is shown as a
black dashed line with the best fit Ray-
leigh and Ricean curves as solid black
lines �lower BER�.
tudes Ak�
� and delays �k�
� according to
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P�
� = S�
�
k=1

K

Ake
−i
�k. �19�

The convolution theorem states that a product of two spectra
is a convolution in the time domain. This leads to the corre-
sponding time-domain representation for the received wave
form, p�t�, which is often written as

p�t� = 
k=1

K

Aks�t − �k� , �20�

where s�t� is the source wave form. This representation is
very intuitive, showing the sound that is heard as a sum of
echoes with various amplitudes and delays. However, the
amplitudes are complex to account for the interactions with
the seabed and the additional time delays introduced. A more
careful application of the convolution theorem considers the
complex amplitudes and the conjugate symmetry of P�
�
which is necessary to guarantee a real received wave form.
The proper result is then

p�t� = 
k=1

K

Re�Ak�s�t − �k� − Im�Ak�s+�t − �k� , �21�

where s+=H�s� is the Hilbert transform of s�t�. The Hilbert
transform is a 90° phase shift of s�t� and accounts for the
imaginary part of Ak. Equation �21� states that any arbi-
trary phase change can be understood as a weighted sum
of the original wave form and its 90° phase-shifted ver-
sion. The weighting controls the effective phase shift
which occurs at bottom reflections and can yield arbitrary
phase shifts. Additionally, paths that refract within the
water column can be distorted in a similar way as the

waves pass through caustics. It should be noted that for
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these simulations the seabed is treated as an infinite half-
space which is reasonable since in the communications
frequency band there is minimal penetration into the sea-
bed. The half-space representation allows for a single ray
trace to be used when constructing the broadband time
series. This allows for rapid calculation of these high-
frequency, broad band transmissions.

Simulations for KauaiEx. During the second major de-
ployment during KauaiEx, the source was located at 95 m
depth and the 16-element receiver array was 3 km away at
depths of 16.5–91.5 m in 5 m increments. For the simula-
tions, the seabed properties used were compressional sound
speed of 1600 m/s, attenuation of 0.5 dB/�, and density of
1.8 g/cm3. The ray traces between the source and the deep-
est hydrophone are shown in Fig. 11 for the two time periods
previously discussed, that is, low and high bit errors. The bit
error for just the deepest hydrophone at 91.5 m is shown in
the top panel of Fig. 11 and the middle panel depicts the
water-column sound speed structure during the same period.
During the first period, the thermocline existed well above
the hydrophones and during the second, the thermocline was
absent �or nearly�.

Impulse response simulations. Fifty millisecond LFM
transmissions from 8 to 16 kHz were simulated and matched
filtered in the same way the measured impulse responses
were processed. These impulse response plots are shown in
Fig. 12 and can be compared with the measured impulse
responses shown in Fig. 10. In these cases, the water column
sound-speed profile measured near the VLA was used for
times closest to the measured impulse responses shown in
Fig. 10. Note the strong focused region for the deeper hydro-

FIG. 10. �Color online� Measured im-
pulse responses �magnitude� from
matched-filtered LFM transmissions at
times with low and high bit errors.
Each panel is on a relative scale of
30 dB with the highest overall peak
set to 0 dB. Panel �a� corresponds to a
period with bit errors less than 5%
�day 0.15� and panel �b� to errors close
to 20% �day 0.35�. The notable feature
in �a� is the focusing of arrivals at the
deepest hydrophones that produces a
peak, in time, much larger than the
other paths.
phones and the similarity to the measurements.
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Simulations of FSK fading and performance. Communi-
cation signals as input to simulators can provide insight into
observed performance behavior and predict optimal geom-
etries and/or performance under different environmental con-
ditions. During KauaiEx, extensive oceanographic measure-
ments were made and can be used to improve simulation
fidelity. The thermistor-array data provided a sound-speed
profile measurement every minute and could be assumed to
be representative of oceanographic conditions between the
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 121, No. 4, April 2007
source and receiver. Simulations for computing impulse re-
sponses were conducted for each profile and showed strong
agreement with the measured responses. A model-generated
impulse response was generated with each new sound speed
profile measurement. The FSK signals were then convolved
with the simulated channel impulse response, and demodu-
lated by a virtual receiver. This was done for each of the 16
hydrophones in the vertical array for each sound-speed-
profile measurement time step. The bit error percentage as a

FIG. 11. �Color online� Top panel
shows the percent bit errors for
2400 bps transmissions over about 1
day using the deepest hydrophone at
91.5 m. The middle panel shows the
corresponding water column sound
speed profile. The lowest left panel
shows the ray trace that corresponds to
the time with a thermocline �lower er-
ror� and the lower right panel for
mixed water column �higher errors�.

FIG. 12. �Color online� Simulated im-
pulse responses from matched-filtered
LFM transmissions at times with low
and high bit errors. Each panel is on a
relative scale of 30 dB with the high-
est overall peak set to 0 dB. Panel �a�
corresponds to period with low bit er-
rors �measured impulse response at
that time is shown in panel �a� in Fig.
10� and �b� to the period with high bit
errors �corresponding to �b� of Fig.
10�. As with the measured impulse re-
sponses, the notable feature in �a� is
the focusing of arrivals at the deepest
hydrophones that produces a peak in
time much larger than the other paths.
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function of time is shown in Fig. 13 along with the measure-
ments of the same quantity. Also shown, for comparison, is
the sound-speed profile during the same period. From Fig.
13, several points can be made. First, the simulations and
measurements are very similar in both time and space. Sec-
ond, the upper and lower portions of the water column show
very different bit errors in both the measurements and simu-
lation. Third, both appear to track changes in the oceanogra-
phy in a similar way. Last, it is interesting to note that the
overall best performance was observed for the second deep-
est hydrophone �at about 86.5 m� and this was duplicated in
the simulation.

The simulator-computed fading characteristics were cal-
culated in a similar manner to that discussed in Sec. III E. In
Fig. 14, the envelope of the amplitude distributions for the
same hydrophone �Sec. III E, second deepest� is shown for
both high and low bit-error periods corresponding to when

FIG. 13. �Color online� Panel �a� is the simulated percent bit errors at the 1
same for the measured data �percent error�. Panel �c� is the sound speed pro
the thermocline was weak �mixed water column� and when it
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was strong, respectively. The distributions computed by the
simulator and directly from experimental data show good
agreement. A strong thermocline results in a shifted distribu-
tion toward higher amplitudes and an approximate Ricean
curve fit. A more uniformly mixed water column results in
lower amplitudes and an approximate Rayleigh curve fit.

Finally, the model-predicted, bit-error probabilities are
compared with the theoretical performance curves for M =4
FSK signaling; the results are shown in Fig. 15. The points
on the figure are color coded showing the upper 4 hydro-
phones in blue, the middle 8 hydrophones in green, and the
deepest 4 hydrophones in red. As was the case for the mea-
surements, the performance improves with depth as EbM /N0M

increases. As was the case for the measurements, at the low
end of EbM /N0M the errors are slightly worse than the
Rayleigh-fading prediction. At the high EbM /N0M end, the
performance is much better than Rayleigh but not quite

drophone depths over the 1 day experiment �percent error�. Panel �b� is the
m/s�.
6 hy
file �
reaching the nonfading performance curve. It is important to
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note here that this performance calculation was done without
added noise. The performance is nearly the same as that
measured indicating the background ambient noise has little
to do with the performance in this regime. This was verified
by adding background ambient noise �equal to that for the

FIG. 14. Simulation: Envelopes of the amplitude distributions on a short
time scale �data are taken from 3, 0.8 s transmissions� for just the deep
hydrophone at 86.5 m. During the period with the water column mixed, the
errors increased and the amplitude distribution is shown by the gray dashed
curve with the solid gray being the best fit to a Rayleigh distribution �higher
BER�. For the period with a strong thermocline, there were much fewer
errors. The amplitude distribution is shown as a black dashed line with the
best fit Rayleigh and Ricean curves as solid black lines �lower BER�.

FIG. 15. Simulation: Probability of bit error for transmission during 1 day of
fading channel and the dashed line is for a nonfading channel. The colored
hydrophones, the green dots are in the middle of the water column, and th

ambient noise added.
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measurements� and there was no significant change in the
simulated results shown in Fig. 15.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The communication performance dependence on source-
receiver geometry and oceanographic conditions have been
described for FSK transmissions over distances of 3 km in
the 8–13.2 kHz band for an experimental site near Kauai,
HI. Since the received signal level was well above the am-
bient noise level, the limiting factor in the performance was
the multipath interference. Thus, key factors in the modem
performance were the source/receiver geometry and the
oceanography. Using measured sound-speed profiles, simula-
tions were made to mimic the measured data collection over
the 1 day experiment. Results showed a simulated perfor-
mance very similar to that measured. This held true even in
the absence of added ambient noise in the channel. This is
somewhat counterintuitive but it implies that once the chan-
nel is no longer ambient-noise limited, increasing the source
level has no impact on performance.

The greatest improvements in performance were
achieved by changing the receiver depth �the transmitter
depth was fixed�. The communication signals from receivers
in the middle of the water column showed fading consistent
with a Rayleigh-fading model over much of the experiment
duration. The shallowest hydrophones exhibited slightly
worse fading characteristics and the deepest hydrophones
were slightly better. During the most favorable periods when
there was a strong thermocline, the deepest hydrophones ap-

iEx vs EbM /N0M. The solid line is the theoretical performance for a Rayleigh
indicate depth within the water column. The blue dots are the shallowest
dots are the deepest hydrophones. This simulation was done without any
Kaua
dots

e red
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proached the characteristics of a nonfading channel. The
thermocline varied significantly during the 24 h measure-
ment period and there was a period when the thermocline
nearly disappeared and the water column was entirely mixed
�iso-speed�. At this time, the deeper hydrophones lost their
favorable conditions and error rates increased significantly.

Modeling was used to show how acoustic energy is
trapped due to the thermocline giving rise to the observed
favorable arrival structure in the lowest hydrophone depths.
The favorable arrival structure is characterized by a very
large amplitude arrival �or group of arrivals� that is not the
earliest arrival�s�. When the water column is mixed, the ther-
mocline is gone and the lowest hydrophones show a similar
impulse response to the shallower hydrophones and perfor-
mance is similar.

Oceanographic conditions like these are common. Sum-
mer conditions often give rise to a strong thermocline, while
winter conditions usually show more mixing resulting in iso-
speed profiles. These results, together with the modeling,
show how the environment can play a significant role in
underwater acoustic communications performance. In situa-
tions similar to those during KauaiEx, a strategy for optimiz-
ing performance might include avoiding transmission times
when the water column is mixed and concentrating assets
near the seabed as opposed to near the surface. While this is
not a general rule since environmental conditions vary at
different locations, the modeling results show how predic-
tions can be made if sufficient environmental knowledge
exists.
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